Scale-Free Networks Provide a Unifying Framework for the Emergence of Cooperation
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We study the evolution of cooperation in the framework of evolutionary game theory, adopting the prisoner’s dilemma and snowdrift game as metaphors of cooperation between unrelated individuals. In sharp contrast with previous results we find that, whenever individuals interact following networks of contacts generated via growth and preferential attachment, leading to strong correlations between individuals, cooperation becomes the dominating trait throughout the entire range of parameters of both games, as such providing a unifying framework for the emergence of cooperation. Such emergence is shown to be inhibited whenever the correlations between individuals are decreased or removed. These results are shown to apply from very large population sizes down to small communities with nearly 100 individuals.
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Cooperation plays a key role in the evolution of species, from cellular organisms to vertebrates. Yet, understanding the emergence of cooperation in the context of Darwinian evolution remains a challenge to date, met by scientists from many different fields of natural and social sciences [1], who often resort to Evolutionary Game Theory [2,3] as a common mathematical framework, and games such as the prisoner’s dilemma (PD) and the snowdrift game (SG) as metaphors for studying cooperation between unrelated individuals [3]. In the PD, two players simultaneously decide whether to cooperate or defect. They both receive \( R \) upon mutual cooperation and \( P \) upon mutual defection. A defector exploiting a cooperator gets an amount \( T \) and the exploited cooperator receives \( S \), such that \( T > R > P > S \). As a result, in a single round of the PD it is best to defect regardless of the opponent’s decision which, in turn, makes cooperators unable to resist invasion by defectors, whenever evolution under replicator dynamics [3] takes place in well-mixed populations. Such an unfavorable scenario for cooperators in the PD, together with the difficulty in ranking the actual payoffs in field and experimental work [4,5] has stimulated (i) the study of cooperation in more realistic situations [6], departing from the well-mixed population regime and also (ii) the adoption of other games [7,8], such as the SG, which are more favorable to cooperation. Indeed, in the SG the order of \( P \) and \( S \) is exchanged, such that \( T > R > S > P \). Thus, at variance with the PD, the best action depends now on the opponent: to defect if the other cooperates, but to cooperate if the other defects. As a result, cooperation emerges in well-mixed populations leads to an equilibrium frequency for cooperators given by

\[
\frac{1}{r} - r
\]

with \( 0 \leq r \leq 1 \) being the cost-to-benefit ratio of mutual cooperation (defined below).

Departure from the well-mixed population scenario has been pioneered by Nowak and May [6] who included spatial structure in the PD, such that individuals are constrained to play only with their immediate neighbors. Under such constraints, cooperators are now able to resist invasion by defectors. One decade later, laboratory experiments [9] have confirmed that topological constraints indeed affect in a sizeable way the evolution of cooperation. However, recent studies [10] carried out using the SG have shown that, contrary to PD, cooperation is inhibited whenever evolution in the SG takes place in a spatially-structured population, a result which renders the role of spatial structure as game specific and not necessarily beneficial in promoting cooperative behavior.

Graph theory provides a natural and very convenient framework to describe the population structure on which the evolution of cooperation is studied. Indeed, placing the elements (of a given population) on the vertices of a graph, whose edges define the network of contacts (NOCs) between those elements, one trivially concludes that both well-mixed populations and spatially-structured populations are represented by regular graphs, exhibiting a degree distribution [11] \( d(k) \) which is sharply peaked at a single value of the connectivity \( k \), since all vertices have the same connectivity. In particular, well-mixed populations are associated with complete (fully-connected, regular) graphs. As is well known [11], regular graphs constitute rather unrealistic representations of real-world NOCs, in which one expects local connections (spatial structure) to coexist with long-range connections (shortcuts), features recently identified as characteristic of a plethora [11–13] of natural, social, and technological NOCs. In particular, a characteristic fingerprint [11–13] of many real-world NOCs is associated with a scale-free (SF), power law dependence of the degree distribution, \( d(k) \sim k^{-\gamma} \), with the exponent \( \gamma \) typically satisfying \( 2 \leq \gamma \leq 3 \) [11]. Furthermore, interactions in real-world NOCs are heterogeneous, in the sense that different individuals have different numbers of average neighbors whom they interact with, a feature which is present in SF NOCs.
In this Letter the impact of such NOCs in the evolution of cooperation is investigated. It will be shown that, contrary to previous results, cooperation becomes the dominating trait on both the PD and the SG, for all values of the relevant parameters of both games, whenever the NOCs correspond to scale-free graphs generated via the mechanisms of growth and preferential attachment. These results, which exist in larger populations, being robust down to community sizes of the order of 100 individuals, are also shown to be characteristic of these types of SF NOCs, which provide a unifying framework for the emergence of cooperation, irrespective of whether the game in which individuals engage is the PD or the SG.

Following common practice [6,10], we start by rescaling the games such that each depends on a single parameter. For the PD, we make $T = b > 1$, $R = 1$, and $P = S = 0$, where $b$ represents the advantage of defectors over cooperators [6], being typically constrained to the interval $1 < b \leq 2$. For the SG, we make $T = \beta > 1$, $R = \beta - 1/2$, $S = \beta - 1$, and $P = 0$, such that the cost-to-benefit ratio of mutual cooperation can be written as $r = 1/(2\beta - 1)$, with $0 \leq r \leq 1$.

Evolution is carried out implementing the finite population analogue of replicator dynamics [3,10] (to which simulation results converge in the limit of well-mixed populations) by means of the following transition probabilities: In each generation, all pairs of individuals $x$ and $y$, directly connected, engage in a single round of a given game, their accumulated payoffs being stored as $P_x$ and $P_y$, respectively. Whenever a site $x$ is updated, a neighbor $y$ is drawn at random among all $k_x$ neighbors; whenever $P_y > P_x$, the chosen neighbor takes over site $x$ with probability given by $(P_y - P_x)/(D k_x)$, where $k_x$ is the largest between $k_i$ and $k_i$, and $D = T - S$ for the PD and $D = T - P$ for the SG. Simulations were carried out for a population of $N = 10^4$ individuals occupying the vertices of a regular ring graph with periodic boundary conditions. Initially, an equal percentage of strategies (cooperators or defectors) was randomly distributed among the elements of the population. Equilibrium frequencies of cooperators and defectors were obtained by averaging over 1000 generations after a transient time of 10 000 generations [14]. The evolution of the frequency of cooperators as a function of $b$ for the PD and $r$ for the SG has been computed. To this end, each data point results from an average over 100 simulations for the same type of NOCs specified by the appropriate parameters (the population size $N$ and the average connectivity $z$). Even when graphs are generated via growth and preferential attachment (see below), the evolution of cooperation is studied in full grown graphs, that is, the number of vertices and edges is conserved throughout evolution.

The top panels of Fig. 1 show the results of simulations carried out for both the PD and the SG on regular ring graphs for different values of the average connectivity $z$, and confirm results obtained previously [6,10]. Deviations from the well-mixed population limits (the zero baseline for the PD and the solid diagonal line $1 - r$ for the SG) are more pronounced the smaller the value of $z$, the well-mixed limit being recovered for sufficiently large values of $z$ [15]. The lower panels of Fig. 1 show the corresponding results for SF NOCs, constructed according to the following growth and preferential attachment rules, associated with the Barabasi and Albert model (BAM) [12]: Starting from a small number ($m_0$) of vertices, at every time step one adds a new vertex with $m \leq m_0$ edges that link the new vertex to $m$ different vertices already present in the system (growth). When choosing the vertices to which the new vertex connects, one assumes that the probability $p_i$ that a new vertex will be connected to vertex $i$ depends on the degree $k_i$ of vertex $i$: $p_i = k_i/\Sigma k_i$ (preferential attachment). After $t$ time steps this algorithm produces a graph with $N = t + m_0$ vertices and $mt$ edges, in which older vertices in the graph generation process are those which naturally tend to exhibit larger values of the connectivity, being also interconnected with each other, leading to the appearance of so-called "age-correlations" [11,13].

The simulations on these NOCs were carried out along the same lines of those associated with regular graphs, the SF NOCs being generated for $m = m_0 \geq 2 \lfloor z = (d(k)) = 2m \rfloor$ and the same number $N = 10^4$ of vertices. In sharp
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contrast with previous results [6,10], we now obtain the unprecedented result that cooperation dominates for both games over the entire range of their respective parameters. Not only does cooperation dominate on both games, but also the qualitative behavior of cooperation is very similar, for the SG as a function of $r$ and for the PD as a function of $b$. In both cases, the higher the value of the parameter, the more unfavorable cooperation becomes. Yet, only for large values of both parameters does the equilibrium frequency of cooperators fall below 80%, a result which renders cooperative behavior as a very competitive trait throughout evolution [16].

Figure 2 shows how cooperation evolves, whenever the population size is reduced to values more akin to small communities. It shows results for communities with $N = 512$ (upper panels) and $N = 128$ (lower panels), where one clearly observes the same qualitative behavior as a function of the game parameters, for both games, a feature which is most remarkable if one takes into account that for such smaller community sizes, one cannot attribute a SF behavior to the associated degree distribution. Yet, age correlations between vertices of the graph, which result from the dynamical rules of growth and preferential attachment, are still built-in and dictate the same dominance of cooperation already obtained in larger populations. Figure 2 shows also that for small community sizes, the results evidence larger oscillations, which increase for even smaller values of $N$, a feature which is naturally related to the fact that, for $N \approx 100$ or less, the averages over many realizations of graphs of a given type do not converge to a well defined value. Indeed, the probabilistic rules of construction of the graphs allow the possibility (for small values of $N$) of stochastic extinction of cooperators or defectors for particular realizations of a given type of NOCs, as such precluding a clear cut result for the evolution of cooperation. This feature is a size effect which disappears for larger $N$. In the following we provide insight into how the combined rules of growth and preferential attachment influence the evolution of cooperation in both games. To this end, we consider two other types of NOCs, related to the BAM used so far, and which can be seen as different limiting cases of this model. A comparison of the different results obtained is shown in Fig. 3, in which we kept $z = 4$ and $N = 10^4$. Solid circles show the results obtained with the BAM whereas with solid squares we show results obtained with the configuration model [18], which provides a maximally random graph consistent with a predetermined degree distribution, for which we took those produced with the BAM. In this way, we remove any type of correlations between vertices

FIG. 2 (color online). Evolution of cooperation on small communities. Simulations were carried out for $N = 512$ (upper panels) and $N = 128$ (lower panels). Left (Right) panel: Results for the PD (SG). Comparison between these results and those of Fig. 1 show that the qualitative features of the evolution of cooperation are maintained. For $N = 128$ the oscillations at high values of $b$ in the PD game indicate that, for such unfavorable regimes for cooperators, the small population size leads to an increasing sensitivity of the results on the particulars of each realization of a NOCs.

FIG. 3 (color online). Evolution of cooperation in NOCs with different levels of correlations. Simulations were carried out for $N = 10^4$ individuals in NOCs associated with graphs of different types (details provided in main text). In all cases, we fixed $z = 4$. Left (Right) panel: Results for the PD (SG) as a function of $b$ ($r$). Results for NOCs generated with the BAM are shown with solid circles. Results for NOCs exhibiting the same degree distribution as the BAM, but maximally uncorrelated according to the configuration model are shown with solid squares. Finally, results for NOCs resulting from modifying the rules of graph construction, replacing the preferential attachment rule by the uniform attachment rule are shown with open squares. Results show that whenever age correlations are suppressed, cooperation is inhibited and no longer dominates for large values of $b$ and $r$. 098104-3
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If, starting from BAM NOCs, we remove by hand the
direct links between hubs, cooperation is also inhibited, in
accord with the results shown in Fig. 3.